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Abstract. We have made two significant discoveries in our recent studies of quiescent H-mode (QH-mode)
plasmas in DIII-D. First, we have found that we can control the edge pedestal density and pressure by altering
the edge particle transport through changes in the edge toroidal rotation. This allows us to adjust the edge
operating point to be close to, but below the ELM stability boundary, maintaining the ELM-free state while
allowing up to a factor of two increase in edge pressure. The ELM boundary is significantly higher in more
strongly shaped plasmas, which broadens the operating space available for QH-mode and leads to improved
core performance. Second, for the first time on any tokamak, we have created QH-mode plasmas with strong
edge co-rotation; previous QH-modes in all tokamaks had edge counter rotation. This result demonstrates that
counter NBI and edge counter rotation are not essential conditions for QH-mode. Both these investigations
benefited from the edge stability predictions based on peeling-ballooning mode theory. The broadening of the
ELM-stable region with plasma shaping is predicted by that theory. The theory has also been extended to
provide a model for the edge harmonic oscillation (EHO) that regulates edge transport in the QH-mode. Many
of the features of that theory agree with the experimental results reported either previously or in the present
paper. One notable example is the prediction that co-rotating QH-mode is possible provided sufficient shear in
the edge rotation can be created.

1. Introduction
Quiescent H-mode (QH-mode) plasmas in DIII-D with co plus counter neutral beam injection
have demonstrated active control of the edge pedestal that can be used to optimize the edge
conditions in future burning plasma devices such as ITER. Burning plasmas impose
significant, conflicting constraints on the edge pedestal. To maximize fusion power, H-mode
operation is preferred, with an edge pedestal pressure which is as high as possible. However,
to eliminate damage to divertor components caused by impulsive heat loads due to edge
localized modes (ELMs), ELMs must be eliminated by limiting the edge pressure to a value
below that set by the peeling-ballooning mode stability limit. In addition, density control and
helium ash removal demand sufficient edge particle transport; ELM-induced particle
transport could provide this were it not for the impulsive heat load problem. ELM-free
QH-mode plasmas have demonstrated that all these requirements can be met simultaneously
in discharges which operate with constant density and radiated power [1]. An example of
long pulse, ELM-free QH-mode operation is shown in Fig. 1.
QH-mode was originally discovered on DIII-D [2,3] and was subsequently investigated
on ASDEX-Upgrade [4,5], JT-60U [6,7] and JET [5]. QH-modes in DIII-D have been run for
long duration, a bit longer than 4 s, which is about 30 energy confinement times, τ E , or about
2 current relaxation times τ R [1]. The maximum duration to date has been limited by neutral
beam pulse length. Once sufficient power is supplied to create QH-mode (typically 3 to
4 MW), the plasmas remain quiescent even at the input powers needed to reach the core beta
limit (typically 15 MW). In addition, the QH-mode edge is quite €
compatible with core
€ indeed, most QH-mode discharges in DIII-D are quiescent double barrier
transport barriers;
plasmas with both a core and an edge transport barrier. These plasmas exhibit time-averaged
edge particle transport more rapid than that produced by ELMs while operating at reactor
relevant pedestal beta ( β ped ~ 1%) and collisionality ( ν i* = 0.1) [1,8].
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FIG. 1. Time history of long pulse QH-mode.
(a) Plasma current and divertor Dα signal, (b)
pedestal electron and ion temperature, (c) line
averaged and pedestal density, (d) total
pedestal pressure, (e) neutral beam input power
€ Note the complete
and total radiated power.
absence of ELMs during the high power NBI
phase.
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FIG. 2. Time history of QH-mode shot showing
increase in stored energy ( β N ), pedestal density
and pedestal pressure as input torque and edge
rotation are reduced. (a) Normalized beta and
divertor Dα signal, (b) line averaged and
pedestal density,€(c) total pedestal pressure, (d)
pedestal toroidal rotation speed, (e) NBI input
torque, (f) NBI input power and total radiated
€
power. For the direction of the plasma current
used here, positive rotation values in (d) and
positive torque values in (e) are in the counter
direction.

Previous QH-mode plasmas on DIII-D and
other devices were usually run with all neutral
beam injection (NBI) opposite to the plasma
current (counter-injection); this gives input
torque and edge pedestal rotation in the
counter direction. A major goal of experiments on DIII-D in the last few years was to broaden the QH-mode operating space by exploring QH-mode over a range of input torques, from
counter NBI through balanced NBI to all co-NBI.
We have achieved QH-mode operation over a continuous range of input torque from all
counter-injection to near balanced injection. As is illustrated in Fig. 2, experiments show that
altering the torque input to QH-mode plasmas allows continuous adjustment of the pedestal
density, pressure and particle transport over a range of about a factor of 2 while maintaining
the ELM-free state. This active control capability allows operation near but below the ELM
stability boundary with pedestal densities up to about one-half the Greenwald density [9]. In
addition, as is shown in Fig. 3, we have now achieved QH-mode operation with all coinjection in discharges exhibiting rapid co-rotation in the edge pedestal region. Previous
experiments on JT-60U which produced QH-mode with net co-injection actually exhibited
counter-rotation in the edge pedestal region, possibly due to edge ion loss caused by toroidal
field ripple [6,7].
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2. Peeling-ballooning Mode Stability and QH-mode Operation

€

The theory of the stability of the edge
peeling-ballooning (kink) modes, embodied
for example in the ELITE code [10,11],
allowed us to understand a number of features of the QH-mode [12], especially the
improvement in QH-mode operating space
with plasma shape. This theory has recently
been extended to provide a semi-quantitative
theory of the edge harmonic oscillation
(EHO) [13]. The EHO is an electromagnetic
mode localized in the edge pedestal region
which provides the extra particle transport
necessary to keep the edge operating point
below the peeling-ballooning boundary in
QH-mode [1,12]. Based on the observation
that the predicted growth rates for modes
with low toroidal mode number n increase
with increasing shear in the edge rotation
[13], the theory predicts that the EHO is a
low n peeling mode driven unstable by rota€
tional shear at edge conditions
slightly below
the ELM stability limit in the absence of rotation. As the mode grows to finite amplitude,
its magnetic fields interact with the vacuum FIG. 3. Time history of QH-mode shot with
vessel wall, slowing the plasma rotation, strong co-rotation. (a) Divertor Dα emission, (b)
amplitude of oscillating magnetic field associated
decreasing the rotational shear and, hence, with EHO, (c) pedestal electron and ion temperareducing the drive for the mode, thus allow- ture, (d) line averaged and pedestal electron dening the mode to saturate at finite amplitude. sity, (e) total pedestal€pressure, (f) pedestal and
Experimentally, we see a decrease in edge ro- separatrix toroidal rotation, (g) NBI input power
tation and an increase in edge particle trans- and total radiated power. For the direction of the
port whenever the EHO starts and grows to plasma current used for this shot, positive rotation
finite amplitude [1]. The increased particle values in (f) are in the co-direction. Scale in (a) is
transport leads to reduced edge density and chosen so that the increase in the Dα when the
edge density gradient, which in turn reduces EHO turns on can be seen; this demonstrates the
the edge bootstrap current. The reduction in increase in particle transport caused by the EHO.
edge pressure gradient and edge current den- Peak ELM amplitude is ~20 times the maximum
€
sity also reduce the drive for the mode, scale used in (a).
allowing the plasmas to reach a steady state in the presence of a finite amplitude mode. A
more complete theory, however, is still needed to explain how the EHO enhances the edge
particle transport. The transport increase is the essential feature that holds the edge pressure
gradient and, hence, the edge bootstrap current below the ELM stability limit.
As is illustrated in Fig. 4, the QH-mode operating point is near the peeling stability
boundary; this result has been seen for all cases where the edge stability has been analyzed
with ELITE [1,8,12,13]. The theory predicts that the EHO should exist near this boundary
because the low n modes are the most unstable along this boundary and these are the modes
which are further destabilized by rotational shear [13]. The operating point in the stability
diagram thus agrees with the experimental observation that QH-modes are produced most
easily at low pedestal densities and that the EHO typically has dominant n values in the range
of 1 to 3. In addition, because edge stability improves with plasma shaping, especially edge
triangularity, the theory predicts a wider operating space for more strongly shaped plasmas,
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FIG. 4. Peeling-ballooning mode stability diagram showing contours of growth rate of the
most unstable mode, γ , divided by one-half the
ion diamagnetic frequency, ω *, plotted as a
function of normalized edge pressure gradient
and normalized edge current density. Blue regions are stable,
red are unstable. The most un€
€ number increases as the
stable toroidal mode
operating point moves from the peeling towards
the ballooning boundary. Data points show the
operating points for a series of discharges, shots
125729-734, where the edge conditions are
changed by changing the edge rotation speed.
Note that the QH-mode points with the EHO
are further from the stability boundary than the
ELMing points.

FIG. 5. Variation of (a) pedestal toroidal rotation
speed, (b) pedestal density, (c) divertor Dα emission and (d) input torque as a function of time in a
sequence of shots where the input torque is systematically varied from shot to shot while keeping
€
the input power essentially constant.
As the input
torque is reduced, pedestal density increases and
the ELMs return. Shots were all QH-mode prior to
the change in input torque. In (c), the scale was
chosen to allow the baseline to be seen; accordingly, the peak amplitude of the ELMs cannot be
seen. It is roughly ten times the full scale value.

with access to the peeling boundary at higher
pedestal densities and pressures. Experimentally, higher pedestal densities and pressures
can be achieved in QH-modes in more
strongly shaped plasmas [1]; this is discussed
further in the next section. Finally, the
dependence on rotation shear leads to the
prediction that QH-mode should be possible
with co-NBI provided that sufficient edge rotation shear can be achieved. Experimental
results discussed in section 4 now confirm this prediction.
3. QH-mode Operation with Varying NBI Torque

In 2005–2006, one of the neutral beamlines on DIII-D was reoriented so that it injects in the
opposite direction to the other three [14]. This allows investigation of the QH-mode behavior
as the input torque from NBI is varied while keeping the input power constant. Power
variations are known to affect the edge pressure and this technique allows us to eliminate the
effects of power variation.
As is shown in Fig. 5, reduction of the input torque leads to a decrease in the pedestal
rotation and an increase in the pedestal density. If the density rises too high, the ELMs return;
this return of ELMs with increasing density is a common observation in QH-mode. As is
demonstrated in Fig. 4, this return of ELMs is consistent with stability calculations using the
ELITE code. The ELMing points are systematically closer to the stability boundary than the
QH-mode points with the EHO because the edge pressure gradient and, hence, calculated
edge bootstrap current have increased.
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The increase in pedestal density at constant
fueling indicates a decrease
in edge particle transport,
which is apparently caused
by the change in torque or
edge rotation. Since the
EHO provides the extra
particle transport which
allows quiescent operation,
we speculate that the EHOinduced particle transport
is a function of edge rotaFig. 6 (a) Comparisons of separatrix shape for the upper single null
tion speed or edge rotation plasmas used for the results shown in Figs. 4 and 5 (black) compared
shear.
with the double null divertor plasmas used for results shown in Fig. 2
By utilizing the broader (red). (b) ELITE stability plot for double-null plasma (128513); the
region of edge stability yellow outline is the stability boundary for the single null plasmas.
predicted for more highly Within the error bar, the operating point for the double null discharge
shaped plasmas [13], we shown in (b) is on the stability boundary.
can exploit the sensitivity
of the edge transport to rotation to create
QH-mode plasmas which remain ELM-free at
higher pedestal densities. Figure 6(a) shows
the difference in the plasma shape between
upper single-null divertor discharges used for
the results shown in Figs. 4 and 5 and the
double-null discharge used to produce the
results shown in Fig. 2. The double-null shape
was chosen based on extensive edge stability
analysis of a variety of DIII-D discharges [15].
Although the input torque after 2500 ms in
Fig. 2 is a factor 1.6 smaller than the lowest
torque shown in Fig. 5, the plasma remains in
QH-mode with no ELMs. Figure 6(b) compares the edge stability of the single- and FIG. 7. Edge radial profiles of total pedestal
double-null discharges, also showing the oper- pressure and edge pressure gradient for a
ating point for one of the double-null dis- double-null discharge (128513) and for two
charges. The stable operating space for the times in a single-null discharge (128542) showdouble-null plasmas is considerably broader, ing broader region of steep edge gradient for the
as expected from the model studies [13]. In double null plasmas. The radial coordinate is the
addition, as was first noted in the previous poloidal flux function normalized to one at the
separatrix.
shape investigation [15], the steep gradient
region is actually broader in the double-null shape; accordingly, the total pedestal pressure is
enhanced for the same maximum gradient. This result is illustrated in Fig. 7. The improved
pedestal pressure also leads to an improvement in global confinement. By adjusting the
rotation as is shown in Fig. 2, we have produced confinement improvements up to 35%
relative to the same plasmas with lower rotation speeds; an example of the associated
changes in the radial profiles is given in Fig. 8. Furthermore, we have used edge rotation
control to produce pedestal densities up to one-half the Greenwald density [9] in some shots.
One of the long term goals of fusion research has been to develop techniques to control
transport in the plasma. One conventionally thinks of this in terms of techniques for transport
reduction. However, in the edge of a conventional H-mode, transport is already too small,
since the heat and particle fluxes drive the edge pressure gradient into the ELMing stability
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limit. The key to ELM-free operation is to increase transport enough so that the transportlimited edge gradients remain in the peeling-ballooning stable region. However, the edge
gradients need to be as high as possible to optimize global confinement. The present
QH-mode results demonstrate one transport control technique which uses variation in the
edge rotation to continuously adjust the edge particle transport.

FIG. 8. Radial profiles showing change in radial profiles as input torque is changed. (a) Electron
density, (b) electron temperature, (c) toroidal angular rotation speed, and (d) ion temperature. Positive
angular rotation speed values correspond to counter rotation. Radial coordinate is proportional to the
square root of the toroidal flux, normalized to unity at the separatrix.

4. QH-mode with Strong Edge Co-rotation
All previous QH-mode plasmas have exhibited edge rotation in the counter direction [1–8].
As is shown in Fig. 3, we have now created QH-mode plasmas with strong edge co-rotation
in discharges with 100% co-injection. Figure 3 shows that these shots have all the usual
QH-mode features: (1) ELM-free operation with constant density and radiated power, (2)
H-mode level of confinement including the usual H-mode edge pedestal, and (3) enhanced
edge particle transport due to the EHO. The operational recipe for these plasmas is quite
similar to that used for QH-modes with counter injection. Low density operation using divertor cryopumping was one key factor. A second technique employed was feedback control of
the neutral beam power to hold normalized beta β N constant at 1.7 after the L-to-H
transition; this produces the neutral beam power waveform shown in Fig. 3. Operationally,
this recipe produced large toroidal rotation speeds in the edge pedestal of up to 200 km/s. As
can be seen in Fig. 9, magnitude of the rotation speed is approximately twice that seen in
counter injected QH-mode plasmas of similar€shape and with similar torque input.
From the standpoint of comparing with theory, the magnitude of the edge rotation shear is
more important than the magnitude of the rotation itself. As can be seen in Fig. 9, the
magnitude of this shear is similar for both the co and counter NBI cases during the QH-mode
phases. This is consistent with the theory of the EHO discussed earlier [13]. Also shown in
Fig. 9 is a comparison shot with zero net input torque produced by using balanced beam
injection. As can be seen there, the magnitude of the edge rotational shear is significantly
lower in this case. There is no EHO in this shot; the rotation measurement is from a time
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when the plasma is in the standard ELM-free state. The absence of the EHO in this case with
low rotation shear is also consistent with the theory [13].

FIG. 9. Edge rotation shear comparison of co, counter and balanced NBI shots with similar input
power (4–5 MW) and input torque (4 Nm). The co and counter shots are QH-mode, the balanced
beam shot is a standard, ELM-free H-mode at the time shown. (a) Edge density, (b) edge toroidal
rotation profile. Rotation is positive in the co-direction. Radial coordinate is the poloidal flux function
normalized to one at the separatrix. Note that the pedestal densities are similar in the three cases;
accordingly, the rotation differences are not due to differences in the edge density.

At present, co-NBI QH-modes lasting up to about 1 s have been seen on DIII-D. The
termination of the QH-mode may be due to the decay of the edge rotation shear. As can be
seen in Fig. 3(f), the pedestal rotation decreases and the separatrix rotation increases slowly
with time during the QH-mode phase. The power level used in the QH-mode phase of these
discharges (< 4 MW) is low when compared to that usually used in counter-NBI QH-modes,
such as those in Figs. 1 and 2. It may be that the input torque in the present experiments was
somewhat too low for fully sustained QH-mode operation. In the future, co-NBI QH-modes
with higher input power and torque will be investigated.
The first co-rotating QH-mode seen on DIII-D was discovered serendipitously during an
experiment run for another purpose. Given the advantages of double-null plasma shaping, it
was somewhat surprising that this occurred in a lower single-null divertor shape. The results
reported here come from a dedicated experiment which began from that serendipitous
operating point. As can be seen in Fig. 10, these co-rotating QH-modes also operate near the
peeling stability boundary. This lower single-null shape actually has reasonably good edge
stability properties, exhibiting a normalized edge p′ value significantly above those seen in
Figs. 4 and 6, for example. The width of the steep gradient region, however, is more
comparable to the single-null cases shown in Fig. 7.
€

Fig. 10. (a) plasma shape, (b) and peeling-ballooning stability diagram for co-rotating QH-mode.
Within the error bar, the operating point shown in (b) is on the stability boundary.
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5. Conclusions
During the past two years, we made two significant discoveries about the QH-mode. First, we
found that we can control the edge pedestal density and pressure by altering the edge particle
transport through changes in the edge toroidal rotation. This allows us to adjust the edge
operating point to be close to, but below the ELM stability boundary. This boundary is higher
in more strongly shaped plasmas, which broadens the operating space available for QH-mode
and leads to improved core performance. Second, for the first time on any tokamak, we have
created QH-mode plasmas with strong edge co-rotation. This result demonstrates that counter
NBI and counter edge rotation are not essential conditions for QH-mode. Both these
investigations benefited from the edge stability predictions based on peeling-ballooning mode
theory. That theory has been extended to provide a theory for the EHO [13]. Many of the
features of that theory agree with the experimental results reported either previously [12] or
in the present paper. One notable example is the prediction that co-rotating QH-mode is
possible provided sufficient shear in the edge rotation can be created.
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